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� Graduated from Northeastern State University with a Finance and 
Economics degree; obtained MBA from Oklahoma State University

� Married to Dustin, 11 years 

� Mom of Two: Jacob and Jenna

� Started with Stinnett in February 2008

� I love watching my kids play sports

� Favorite Drink: Coffee!

� Favorite Hobby: Spending time with friends

Melissa Luna, President, Strategic Advancement LLC

Jennifer Roberson, Senior Manager

� Graduated from Colorado State University with Bachelors in 
Psychology and Texas A&M with a Master Education

� Married to Jason Luna, 19 years 

� Mom of Two: Jake and Jadyn

� Started consulting with Stinnett in 2010

� I love family movie nights

� Favorite Drink: Red Wine!

� Favorite Hobby: Powerlifting
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WHAT WE DO

Manage Risk 

Improve Performance

Operate Better, Faster, Smarter

We Help 
Companies
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Stinnett & Associates

STINNETT & ASSOCIATES, LLC (Stinnett) is a professional 

advisory firm that strives to maximize value for both public 

and private organizations. 

We partner with clients and regard ourselves as an extension 

of their business operations, rather than outside consultants. 

Our services are designed to be integrated with a company’s 

key business activities to help streamline processes, reduce 

costs, and enhance controls. 

We deliver value-added, cost-effective solutions and with a 

strong commitment to quality client service. 
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INDUSTRY EXPERIENCE

Energy:
Upstream, Midstream 
& Downstream 

Construction

Banking & Financial    
Services  

Government
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Mining

Not-for-profit
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Trading & Marketing

Aerospace

University
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Strategic Advancement

MELISSA LUNA, PRESIDENT OF STRATEGIC ADVANCEMENT, LLC, is a 

motivational speaker, organizational trainer, and retention & 

recruitment strategist, who provides quality and tailored client 

services.  Melissa is passionate about professional development 

and assisting organizations reach their strategic growth goals.  She 

is an energetic presenter who is a topic expert on attracting new 

talent to organizations, leadership/career development, and 

retention strategies.  

Training
Career

Coaching
Speaking

Organizational

Consulting
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Agenda – Don’t Just Talk – Communicate!

• Explain the four different interpersonal styles

• Discuss the characteristics and behavioral 

habits of the four distinct styles

• Discover how to read the styles in others and 

adapt your behavior accordingly

• Conclude with an understanding of our ability 

to flex our own styles

How to Identify and Adapt to Different Communication Styles
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How Communication Can Lead You to Success
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Why Is Communication So Important for Auditors?

� Understand communication is the bedrock of all our auditing activities including eliciting information, 

explaining our findings, and presenting meaningful deliverables.

� Recognize communication and audit go together like bees and honey, love and marriage, or even the 

proverbial horse and carriage!  We need interpersonal and influencing skills.

� Know as the economy gets tougher, the pace of change accelerates and our business environment 

becomes more global and more complex.  The demands for first class communication skills have 

become ever more essential.

� Attempt to know thyself better.  The ability to interact, communicate and influence other people 

relates to your inter-personal style.  Intra-personal intelligence is about understanding yourself, 

knowing who you are and how you react to things.  In other words, having well-developed self 

awareness is crucial to successful communication.
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Successful Communicators…

Source:  http://www.careersinaudit.com/article/communication-for-auditors
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Golden

Rule

“Do unto others as 
You Want them done 

unto you.”
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Platinum 

Rule

“Do unto others as 
They Want done  

unto them.”
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Open vs. Guarded

Open

Guarded

• Relaxed, warm

• Likes opinions

• Relationship-oriented

• Readily shares feelings

• Flexible about time

• Feeling-oriented

• Spontaneous

• Formal, proper

• Favors facts

• Task-oriented

• Keeps feelings private

• Disciplined about 

time

• Thinking-oriented

• Prefers planning
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Direct vs. Indirect

I
n
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c
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• Avoids risk

• Slower to decide

• Less assertive

• Easy-going, patient

• Listens and asks

• Reserved

• Keeps opinions private

• Takes risk

• Swift decisions

• Confronting, expressive

• Impatient

• Talks and tells

• Outgoing

• Offers opinions freely
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Platinum Rule Grid

Open /People

Guarded / Task

4

3

2

1

A               B                C              D

Thinker
(guarded, 
indirect)

Socializer
(open, direct)

Director
(guarded, direct)

Indirect / 
Slower Paced

Direct / 
Faster Paced
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Let’s Meet 

the Four 

Styles
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The Director
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“Move over and let the big dog drink.”

The key to a good life for 
them is achieving, 

overcoming obstacles, 
accomplishing things.

� A family crisis. A corporate takeover. Or just figuring 

out how best to split a restaurant tab. It makes no 

difference – Directors dive in headfirst as if they, and 

they alone, have the answer.

� We all know Directors and admire them – even as we 

cringe. Awesome at their best, insensitive at their 

worst, they are the dominant, driving people we often 

think of as “natural leaders.” They are not shy or, 

usually modest. They often make good football 

coaches, army generals, and dictators.

� Challenge-oriented and decisive, they are propelled by 

an inner need to be in charge.
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“Move over and let the big dog drink.”

Directors at their BEST
• Unafraid of challenge

• Highly territorial

• High-energy

• Gets results

• Task oriented

• Likes change; initiates it the most

• Thrives on crisis and controversy
The key to a good life for them is 
achieving, overcoming obstacles, 

accomplishing things.
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“Move over and let the big dog drink.”

Directors at their WORST
• Frequently frustrated with others

• Can take themselves too seriously

• Impatient

• Tells rather than discusses

• Pushy

• Not likely to praise others
The key to a good life for them is 
achieving, overcoming obstacles, 

accomplishing things.
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“Let me entertain you.”

The key to a good life for 
them is building a network 
of friends and admirers who 

will appreciate his or her 
flair for fun and creativity.

� Socializers are chatty, expressive, fun-loving optimists, 

the Socializer likes to ride the crest of ideas, causes, or 

projects that come, one after another, like waves. 

� Socializers love people and thrive on being where the 

action is. Long on ideas, short on follow-through, the 

Socializer leads by dealing with others in an upbeat 

way.  Fast-paced, energetic, and outgoing, the 

Socializer’s innate belief is if he can show you that he 

likes you, you’ll follow him.

� They may do well in public relations or as salespeople, 

entertainers, or say, cruise ship social directors.
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“Let me entertain you.”

Socializers at their BEST
• Talkative, fun-loving

• Optimist

• Thrive on being where the action is

• “Idea-guy”

• Fast-paced, energetic, outgoing

• Seeks admiration and acceptance

• Seeks results through persuasionThe key to a good life for them is 
building a network of friends and 

admirers who will appreciate his or her 
flair for fun and creativity.
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“Let me entertain you.”

Socializers at their WORST
• Short attention spans

• Tend to speak before thinking

• Short on follow-through

• Easily bored

• Can come off as evasive or phony

• Tendency to procrastinate

• Craves approval more than achievement
The key to a good life for them is 
building a network of friends and 

admirers who will appreciate his or her 
flair for fun and creativity.
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“It’s not whether you win or lose, it’s how many friends you have.”

The key to a good life for them 
is being a long-time member 

of an ongoing team that 
proceeds slowly and 

methodically.

� Relaters are low-key, calm, and discreet, unlikely to 

make any sudden moves.

� In fact, Will Rogers might have said, “I never met a 

Relater I didn’t like.” Almost everyone likes them, and 

Will Rogers himself probably was one.

� Friendly and personable, they operate at a slow, 

steady pace and seldom show emotional peaks or 

valleys. These easygoing folks are comfortable as 

teachers, counselors, clergy, and in customer-service 

roles.
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“It’s not whether you win or lose, it’s how many friends you have.”

Relators at their BEST
• Tranquil and stable

• Cooperative team players

• Good listeners

• Dependable employees

• “Realistic”

• Laid-back dispositions

The key to a good life for them is being a 
long-time member of an ongoing team that 

proceeds slowly and methodically.
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“It’s not whether you win or lose, it’s how many friends you have.”

Relators at their WORST
• Reluctant to change

• Do not like conflict

• Unassertive

• Timid

The key to a good life for them is being a 
long-time member of an ongoing team that 

proceeds slowly and methodically.
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“I’d rather be right than quick.”

The key to a good life for them 
is making careful progress.

� Thinkers are serious, analytical people with long-

range goals. They cherish efficiency. They love logic. 

They adore accuracy.

� Thinkers are the most cerebrally oriented of the four 

types.  Like Directors, they generally prefer tasks over 

people. But unlike Directors, Thinkers are 

contemplative, cautious, and thorough – sometimes 

to a fault.

� Thriving on details and discipline, Thinkers want 

clearly defined priorities and a known pace. They are 

natural as architects, engineers, computer 

programmers, and CPAs. 
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“I’d rather be right than quick.”

Thinkers at their BEST
• Thrive on details and discipline

• Fact-oriented

• Disciplined, attentive to detail

• Accurate

• Dependable

• Independent

The key to a good life for them is                      
making careful progress.
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“I’d rather be right than quick.”

Thinkers at their WORST
• Perfectionists

• Seen as demanding and picky

• Compulsive organization

• Somewhat guarded

The key to a good life for them is                      
making careful progress.
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The Key to Getting a Quick Handle on Anybody

Beware of not just what others 
say, but how they say it.

�Verbal Clues

�Vocal Clues

�Visual Clues

Communication goes far beyond the actual words we say.
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Adaptation…the Key to Success

� Attitude (willingness)

o Flexibility: confident, tolerant, empathetic, positive, respectful

o Inflexible: rigid, overly competitive, discontent, unapproachable

� Aptitude (ability)

o Versatility: resilience, vision, attentiveness, competence, self-correction

o Non-versatile: bluntness, resistance to change, single-mindedness, unreasonable risk-taking, 

subjectivity

Focus on Pace 

and Priority
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Adapting to the Styles

Adapting to Directors

� Support their goals and objectives when 

possible

� Keep your relationship businesslike

� Use facts, not feelings

� Be precise, efficient, and well organized

� Get to the point quickly

� Stress competitive results and growth 

opportunities

Adapting to Socializers

� Support their opinions, ideas and dreams when 

possible

� Be upbeat, stimulating, and fast paced

� Try not to argue

� Be enthusiastic, spontaneous, and casual

� Spare the details

Adapting to Thinkers

� Support their organized, thoughtful 

approach when possible

� Show commitment through actions

� Be detailed, accurate and logical

� List advantages and disadvantages of 

any plan

� Provide solid evidence

� Adhere to established procedures

Adapting to Relators

� Support their feelings by showing 

personal interest when possible

� Allow time to gain trust

� Move at a slower, informal pace

� Show that you are actively listening

� Give assurances that risks will be 

minimized
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Platinum Rule Pointers

� Welcome, don’t shun, different types of situations or activities

� Do not jump to conclusions about people

� Allow a little ambiguity

� Learn to genuinely listen

� Focus first on the positive

� Do not show off

� Be careful about snap judgments

Do not use your style to excuse bad behavior; 

Use as insight, not a crutch.
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Communication Summary

� Know thyself.  Have a well-developed self-

awareness. The aim is to get self-smart.

� Seek first to understand then be understood.  

Listening seems simple, but most of us are not 

naturally good listeners.

� Be prepared.  Effective questioning is a core skill 

for any auditor.  Effective questioning is also 

about responding directly to what is being said.

� Practice adapting your style to others.  It isn’t 

easy and can be uncomfortable, but does work.

What Can Auditors Do To Build This Crucial Skill?
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www.STINNETT-ASSOCIATES.com   |   888.808.1795 

Stinnett & Associates

8811 S. Yale Ave., Suite 300

Tulsa, OK 74137

Main Number 918.728.3300

ContactUs@Stinnett-Associates.com

Jennifer Roberson

jennifer.roberson@stinnett-associates.com

Melissa Luna

strategicadvancementllc@gmail.com

Questions?
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Resources

http://www.platinumrule.com

Alessandra, Tony and M. O’Conner.

The Platinum Rule. Warner Books.

New York, 1996.


